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The corrupted statements on page C528 & C529 should read:

P1443 l24: 'associated with a large (less than -80 W m-2) heat loss' is a bit misleading/confusing because the number in brackets is negative and you use the word 'loss'. Is this a -80 heat loss (i.e. a heat gain of 80)? Either way this should be re-worded to be less ambiguous which could be done by changing '(less than -80 W m-2)' to something along the lines of like '(an upward heat flux of less than.... )'

P1443 l26/7: I am a little confused about the wording of this sentence 'ocean absorbs heat with total fluxes greater than 100 W m-2' because your flux is upward meaning that a positive flux implies ocean cooling? As with the comment above this could be
tidied up by specifying the direction of your flux (i.e. 'total downward heat flux greater than...').
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